Effects of urgent speech and congruent/incongruent text on speech intelligibility in noise and reverberation
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Abstract

Public-address (PA) announcements are widely used, but noise and reverberation can render them unintelligible. Furthermore, in an emergency, textual information available to smartphone users or displayed on electronic bulletin boards may not coincide with PA announcements, and this mismatch may degrade the intelligibility of PA announcements. This study investigated how speech spoken in a normal/urgent style and preceding congruent/incongruent textual information affected word intelligibility and perceived urgency in noisy and reverberant environments. The results obtained from 18 participants showed that the word correct rate (WCR) was significantly higher for urgently spoken speech than for normal speech, and for congruent text than for incongruent/no text. However, there was no speaking style-text interaction, indicating that the improvement in WCR provided by urgent speech over normal speech was the same regardless of the preceding text condition. This suggests that listeners rely more on visual information when speech intelligibility is poor. The results for perceived urgency also showed that the congruent condition was rated “wait and see”. These results suggest that simple combinations of speaking style and textual information decrease the intelligibility of emergency PA announcements, and audio-visual incongruence must be considered.
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1. Introduction

Public address (PA) announcements are sometimes difficult to understand because of noise and reverberation in public spaces. Additionally, noise and reverberation generally degrade speech intelligibility to a greater extent for older adults and non-native listeners than for young native listeners [1, 2]. Because the world’s population is rapidly aging (e.g., the elderly population rate in Japan was 27.7% in 2018 [3]), this must be considered when delivering PA announcements, especially in emergency situations.

One way to increase the intelligibility of PA announcements is for people to modify the way they speak according to the surrounding acoustic environment (e.g., the Lombard effect [4]). Speech spoken in noisy environments has been shown to yield higher word identification scores than that spoken in quiet environments when heard in noisy environments [4–6]. When talkers speak in an environment with reverberation, the intelligibility of that speech was found to increase in a manner similar to the cases observed as the Lombard effect [7, 8].

Speaking slowly is another way to increase the intelligibility of PA announcements, especially in reverberant environments, because it reduces overlap-masking [9]. Time-compressed speech (with a time compression rate of 40%) resulted in lower intelligibility for older adults in noisy or reverberant environments than for young adults [10]. Speech slowed by a time-delay technique in which speech sounds sent from loudspeakers are delayed based on the distance between adjacent loudspeakers and the speed of sound resulted in decreased perceived listening difficulty relative to that for normal-speed speech [11]. However, speaking too slowly may not be appropriate for emergency PA announcements because it may be difficult for the public to perceive the level of urgency, which may lead to delayed evacuation.

Urgently spoken words have a greater perceived urgency than normal speech in quiet environments [12], and urgent speech has been shown to have a greater perceived urgency and higher speech intelligibility than normal speech spoken at the same speed in noisy and reverberant environments [13]. Speech spoken in such an urgent style is characterized by a higher fundamental frequency, a broader fundamental frequency range, and a higher amplitude, and this style has been shown to yield higher perceived urgency than speech spoken in a normal style [12, 13]. In another study, it was demonstrated that urgently spoken words yielded faster response times than normally spoken words [14], suggesting that urgent speech may be more effective for emergency evacuation than normal speech.

It is widely known that prior knowledge improves speech intelligibility, especially in adverse listening environments. In a previous study, when a written word was presented before a vocoded word, the clarity rating of the vocoded word was enhanced with matching text and was reduced with mismatching text, relative to the case with no written information [15]. The same result was observed for speech perception in stationary noise: matching and mismatching three-word contextual cues respectively increased and decreased word perception relative to the case with no word cues [16]. Speech cues instead of text also showed the same effect. Preceding words increased the identification rate of the target word in comparison with the case with no preceding words [17]. In an emergency, textual information available to smartphone users or displayed on electronic bulletin boards may not coincide with PA announcements, and this mismatch may degrade the intelligibility of PA announcements. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the relationship between congruent or incongruent text and the intelligibility of urgent speech in noise and reverberation has not been previously investigated.

The goal of this study was to develop a method of making PA announcements more intelligible in noisy and reverberant environments by modifying the speech itself rather than
implementing architectural acoustic and/or electroacoustic solutions. The current study investigated whether the inclusion of congruent or incongruent text preceding urgent speech affects its intelligibility and perceived urgency in noisy and reverberant environments.

2. Listening test

2.1. Participants

Eighteen young native speakers of Japanese (mean age: 23 years) participated in this study. All reported normal hearing and normal or corrected to normal vision.

2.2. Stimuli

Speech materials consisted of target words embedded in the carrier sentence, “A fire has broken out. Evacuate to [target word].” Sixty-two target words of four morae (a phonological syllable-like unit in Japanese) were selected from a database of familiarity-controlled Japanese word lists [18] with word familiarity between 1.0 and 2.5 on a seven-point scale (1: least familiar, 7: most familiar) to avoid the participants using context and semantic cues. The target words used here were the same as those used in [16]. Semantic information is known to change the perceived urgency [12]; however, this study was concerned with the direct effect (bottom-up cues) of urgent speech on speech intelligibility in noisy and reverberant environments.

Speech materials were recorded on a computer through a condenser microphone (SHURE KSM141) and a digital audio interface (TASCAM US-144MKII) at a 44100 Hz sampling rate in a sound-treated room. The talker was a 24-year-old female native speaker of Japanese and was the same as the speaker used in [16]. She received voice training at a voice acting school for two years and has experience as an amateur voice cast in a play. After the speech materials were recorded, one carrier sentence was chosen for each speaking condition, and the target words with 100-ms pauses before and after were embedded in the carrier sentence in each speaking condition. This was done to control the effect of overlap-masking on the target words. The intensity ratio of the carrier sentence relative to the target word was normalized.

Table 1 shows the six considered experimental conditions, consisting of two different speaking conditions (normal and urgent) and three different preceding text conditions (no text, congruent text, incongruent text). In the urgent condition, the talker was instructed to imagine that she was making a PA announcement that a fire had broken out in a train station and to warn passengers with urgency about the emergency. In the normal condition, the talker was instructed to speak as she speaks normally. In the congruent and incongruent text conditions, written text was presented on a computer monitor before the speech stimulus was presented. In the congruent text condition, the written text was the same as the target word. In the incongruent text condition, the written text was different from the target word.

All audio stimuli were combined with a babble noise (a mixture of four utterances from two male talkers from a speech database [19]) with a signal-to-noise ratio of 8 dB and then convolved with an impulse response (reverberation time of 2.0 s for octave bands from 125 to 4000 Hz) using MATLAB to simulate an average listening environment in a subway station installed with sound-reflective walls. The overall intensity of the stimuli was normalized. Then the text and audio stimuli were combined using video editing software (GOM mix pro) in MP4 format. Figure 1 shows the timeline of the stimuli presentation.

The total number of stimuli sets was 362 (6 conditions × 60 sentences + 2 sentences for a practice session). The six conditions were fully crossed with 10 trials in each condition. Trials were randomly ordered during each block. The target words assigned to each condition were randomized over the participants, and each target word was presented once per block.

2.3. Procedures

A listening test was carried out for each participant in the sound-treated room. Two practice trials were held to familiarize the participants with the experimental procedure. The playback level was adjusted to each participant’s comfort level.

In each trial, the congruent or incongruent text was first presented for 1.5 s on a computer monitor. Written text was composed of black characters presented on a white background. (In the no text condition, only the speech stimulus was presented.) After the text was removed from the monitor, the speech stimulus was presented once to participants diotically through headphones (STAX SR-303; electrostatic, open circumaural type) through a digital audio interface (TASCAM US-144MKII) connected to the computer. The participants were instructed that the text may or may not help them understand the speech sounds. After the speech stimulus was presented, the participants were given 4 s to write down what they heard as the target word on their answer sheets. Then the participants were asked to rate the impression of the stimulus. The rating scales were (1) “evacuate now!” or “wait and see,” and (2) ease of remembering the evacuation announcement on a five-point scale (1: difficult to remember, 5: easy to remember). Instead of directly asking participants about the perceived urgency [12, 14], it was investigated how the preceding text and urgent speech separately affected the participants’ impressions by using adjective pairs. For each participant, 60 stimuli (6 conditions × 10 sentences) were presented randomly.

3. Results

Figure 2 shows the mean correct rate of the target words. Statistical analysis was carried out using an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with speaking condition (normal and urgent) and preceding text (no text, congruent text, and incongruent text) as
the independent variables and the correct rate of the target words as the dependent variable.

The main effect of the speaking condition was significant ($F(1, 17) = 7.149, p = 0.016$), indicating that urgent speech was significantly more intelligible than normal speech. The main effect of the preceding text condition was also significant ($F(2, 34) = 86.582, p < 0.01$), and post-hoc multiple comparisons revealed that the identification rate of words preceded by congruent text was significantly higher than that of speech preceded by either incongruent text or no text ($p < 0.01$).

Figure 3 shows the number of participants rating each stimulus case as "evacuate now" or "wait and see." A Friedman test was conducted among repeated measures and showed significance ($\chi^2 = 27.033, p < 0.01$). Post-hoc multiple comparisons revealed significant differences between normal and congruent normal ($p = 0.046$), normal and congruent urgent ($p = 0.008$), urgent and congruent urgent ($p = 0.046$), urgent and incongruent normal ($p = 0.008$), urgent and incongruent urgent ($p = 0.005$), congruent normal and incongruent normal ($p = 0.011$), congruent normal and incongruent urgent ($p = 0.020$), congruent urgent and incongruent normal ($p = 0.001$), and congruent urgent and incongruent urgent ($p = 0.001$).

Figure 4 shows the ratings of the participants’ impressions of how easy they considered it to remember the evacuation announcements on a five-point scale. A Friedman test was conducted among repeated measures and showed significance ($\chi^2 = 58.327, p < 0.01$). Post-hoc multiple comparisons revealed significant differences between normal and urgent ($p = 0.01$), normal and congruent normal ($p = 0.002$), normal and congruent urgent ($p = 0.003$), normal and incongruent normal ($p = 0.010$), and urgent and incongruent urgent ($p = 0.012$).

4. Discussion

As has been reported previously [12, 13], urgent speech was significantly more intelligible and showed increased perceived urgency (more responses for "evacuate now") than normal speech. Speech preceded by congruent text showed significantly higher speech intelligibility than speech preceded by incongruent text or no preceding text. This is partly consistent with previous studies using vocoded speech [15] and listening tests in noisy environments [16]. In that previous study, incongruent text was associated with a reduced word correct rate in comparison with the no text condition [16], whereas in this study, no difference was found in the word correct rates for the no text and incongruent text conditions. This disagreement may be due to the number of preceding words and availability of semantic information (the previous study [16] used three-word cues, whereas this study used single-word cues). These results indicate that not only speaking style but also preceding text affects speech intelligibility and contextual information helps listeners compensate for degraded acoustic information [17]. Several papers have claimed that this effect of written text on signal detection bias is due to top-down processing; such claims have been based on listening tests investigating the effect of changing the presentation timing of text relative to the onset of a speech stimulus on the clarity rating of vocoded words [15] and on experiments involving tracking the activity of the auditory cortex by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) during the perception of vocoded speech [20]. However, simulations with a phonemic decision-making model have indicated that top-down processing is not necessary because lexical information is combined with phonological information only at a late decision stage when phonological judgment is formed [21].

Interestingly, there was no significant interaction between the speaking style and preceding text conditions, indicating that the improvement in speech intelligibility provided by urgent speech over normal speech was the same regardless of the preceding text condition. Previous findings that the effect of the preceding text on word intelligibility is not affected by changing
the signal-to-noise ratio [16] and the results of the present study support the conclusion that listeners rely more on visual speech information when auditory intelligibility is poor. This is further supported by similar results from a previous study [22], in which face and lip information were provided with speech stimuli simultaneously.

In the impression rating results, congruent normal and congruent urgent speech were more often rated as “evacuate now” than normal and urgent speech, respectively, whereas incongruent speech was more often rated as “wait and see” than speech without text and congruent speech. Furthermore, congruent normal, congruent urgent, and urgent speech were more often rated as easy to remember than normal speech, whereas incongruent normal and incongruent urgent speech were more commonly rated as difficult to remember than normal and urgent speech, respectively. From the intelligibility results, the preceding text condition has more of an effect than the speaking style on the impression rating. Because there was no significant difference in speech intelligibility between speech without preceding text and speech preceded by incongruent text, incongruent speech was more commonly rated as “wait and see” and difficult to remember than speech without preceding text. This indicates that PA speech accompanied by incongruent announcement text may delay emergency evacuation because people may be confused about which information is correct.

The inclusion of a preceding sound (an ocean wave-like sound) has been shown to improve the intelligibility of urgent speech in comparison with normal speech with no preceding sound [13], and urgent speech has been shown to yield faster response times than normal speech [14]. These results suggest that a preceding sound may have an alerting effect and aid in the understanding of PA announcements, especially for situations in which the spoken announcement and text are incongruent. It would be interesting to investigate how preceding text and sounds affect the intelligibility of urgent speech and perceived urgency in noisy and reverberant environments, especially in incongruent audio–visual situations.

Although semantic information is known to affect the perceived urgency rate [12] and it has been shown that female talkers tend to yield higher ratings of perceived urgency than male talkers [23], context and semantic cues were not addressed in this study, and only a female talker was used to create the speech stimuli. In future research, the scope may be expanded to explore the effects of talker gender and semantic information on the intelligibility and perceived urgency of speech in noisy and reverberant environments.

5. Conclusions

The present study investigated how combinations of speaking styles (normal and urgent) and preceding text (no text, congruent text, and incongruent text) affect word correct rate and perceived urgency in noisy and reverberant environments. The results obtained from 18 participants showed that urgent speech was significantly more intelligible than normal speech, which is consistent with results obtained in previous studies. Speech preceded by congruent text was significantly more intelligible than speech preceded by incongruent text or no text. There was no significant interaction between speaking style and preceding text condition, showing that the improvement in speech intelligibility by urgent speech over normal speech was the same regardless of preceding text type, supporting the conclusion that listeners rely more on visual speech information when auditory intelligibility is poor.

The results also showed that congruent normal and congruent urgent speech were more often rated as “evacuate now” than normal and urgent speech, respectively, whereas incongruent speech was more rated as “wait and see” than speech without text and congruent speech. Furthermore, congruent normal, congruent urgent, and urgent speech were more often rated as easy to remember than normal speech, whereas incongruent normal and incongruent urgent speech were more often rated as difficult to remember than normal and urgent speech, respectively. Because there was no significant difference in speech intelligibility between speech without preceding text and speech preceded by incongruent text, incongruent speech was more often rated as “wait and see” and difficult to remember than speech without preceding text. This indicates that incongruence between a spoken PA and any accompanying text may delay emergency evacuation because people may be confused about which information is correct.

Future research will involve the inclusion of semantic information and context cues as well as an increased number of talkers and diverse listeners such as older adults, who are more affected by noise and reverberation than young adults. This study revealed that simple combinations of speaking style and textual information may decrease the intelligibility of emergency PA announcements, and audio–visual incongruence must be considered. Further research is needed to determine appropriate combinations of speaking styles and alerting sounds and text with the aim of further increasing the intelligibility of emergency PA announcements.
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